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Activists and volunteers in the United States face the dilemma of having to negotiate the ideals of American individualism with their own acts of compassion. In this article, I consider how activists and volunteers socially construct compassion. Data from ethnographic research in the breast cancer and antirape movements are analyzed. The processes through which compassion is constructed are revealed in participants’ actions and in their identities. It is through their actions (or “doing good”) and their perceptions and presentations of themselves (“being good”) that participants construct compassion as a gendered phenomenon. Together, the processes of doing good and being good raise questions about the extent to which participants’ acts of compassion are or can be transformative in a way that promotes the social change which activists and volunteers seek.
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How do social movement participants ascribe meaning to what they do, and what do these representations mean for our understanding of compassion more generally? In this article, I analyze the processes whereby activists in two social movement organizations attach gendered meanings to their efforts. Specifically, I consider activists’ “acts of compassion” (Wuthnow 1991) in the breast cancer awareness and campus antirape movements. Bridging the civic engagement and social movements literatures, this research contributes to both by revealing how activists’ acts of compassion are gendered. From theoretical accounts which examine civic participation in
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the United States and liberalism more generally (e.g., Berlin 1984; MacIntyre 1984; Rawls 1984) to empirical examinations of such (e.g., Bellah et al. 1985, 1991; Wuthnow 1991), gender has rarely been included as an analytic concept that shapes and informs the ways that individuals participate in civic life. While the social movements literature has certainly established that gender matters for participation (e.g., Adams 2002; Ferree and Martin 1995; McAdam 1992; and Taylor 1996), the civic engagement literature highlights the relevance of our individualist culture to the gendered processes of movement participation. Drawing from both of these literatures, I show how the processes of “doing good” and “being good” operate in two diverse social movements. Together these literatures frame my own study of the relevance of individualism and gender for how activists conduct and construct their acts of compassion.

Though similar in the sense that both the breast cancer and antirape movements have something to do with gender, these movements also contain important differences that make their comparison useful. While antirape activism has its roots in the second-wave feminist movement of the 1970s (Bevacqua 2000; Brownmiller 1975; Odem and Clay-Warner 1998), breast cancer activism grew out of the subsequent “backlash” (Faludi 1991) period of the 1980s (Blackstone 2003; King 2006; Klawiter 1999; Taylor and VanWilligan 1996). Their different historical origins might lead one to conclude that each movement would take a radically different approach toward gender relations. While this is true in some respects, results from my ethnographic research show that in conducting the day-to-day work of the movement, the gendered processes by which participants construct compassion are similar. Those processes are represented by participants’ actions, or how they actually go about doing the work of their movement, and by their identities, or how they perceive and present themselves.

Throughout the article, I refer to participants’ actions as “doing good” and their perceptions and presentations of themselves as “being good.” Doing good and being good are both social processes that participants engage in as they go about conducting the work of their movement. By analyzing these processes, we can see how activists and volunteers construct compassion in a way that is gendered, raced, and classed. While all three dimensions of compassion are important, the data presented here were collected with gender as the central point of focus. Therefore in this article, I primarily address how compassion is gendered. In particular, I examine how activists and volunteers deal with the social consequences of gender essentialism and what their approach means for the changes that they seek. For both the breast cancer and antirape movements, the culturally predominant ideology of gender essentialism shapes what they do and how they do it.
Gender essentialism has had negative repercussions for both movements. Of particular relevance to the breast cancer movement, traditional views of gender contributed to the creation of the predominant medical model in which women patients are too-often constructed as crazy or bothersome and in which their concerns are not taken seriously by their doctors (e.g., Lorber 1997). This model disempowers and silences women. In the case of the antirape movement, gender essentialism helps create a culture in which women are not only the most likely victims of violence but also disempowered and limited as a result of being conceived only as victim (or potential victim) rather than as fully competent. Men are also negatively impacted by gender essentialism as this ideology boxes them in as either predators or protectors of women as opposed to being viewed as women’s partners in the fight against violence and gender inequality.

In sum, the very problems that both movements fight against are, at least in part, borne out of gender essentialism. But while essentialist constructions of gender may be to blame for the social problems of a flawed medical system and sexual violence, participants themselves do not necessarily make this connection. Thus a compelling paradox, and the crux of my analysis, results: while participants work to undo the consequences of essentialist gender constructions (whether consciously or not), their actions and identities sometimes reify traditional visions of gender. In the following pages, I describe these findings in more detail. First I place my work within the context of prior scholarship on the social construction of compassion and set the stage for my own analysis by describing my research sites and methodological approach. While most my prior work on this project has been anchored in the social movements literature (Blackstone 2003, 2004, 2007), here I start from the literature on civic engagement. I aim to bridge these two related but distinct literatures by considering how what we know about the roles of gender and emotions in social movements informs the processes through which activists and volunteers construct compassion.

**Literature Review**

More than one hundred years ago, Tocqueville ([1835] 1966) observed a seeming contradiction in American life: that Americans are simultaneously compassionate, civic-minded volunteers and rugged, do-it-yourselfer individualists. That our acts of compassion and ideas about doing good are enmeshed with American ideals of individualism comes as little surprise considering the long history of social scientific research documenting this relationship. Tocqueville’s observation is echoed in the work of several
scholars including Bellah (1985) and colleagues (1985, 1991) and Wuthnow (1991). In their work on the relationships between individualism and commitment, Bellah and colleagues (1985, 1991) demonstrate that the dominant American ideology of individuals pitted against institutions (as opposed to working in concert with them) shapes how we deal with social problems. More recent research highlights the dilemmas experienced by women and men who find themselves faced with contradictory social changes which position both self-interest and care for others as obligatory but incompatible (Gerson 2002).

These findings might lead one to question Americans’ compassion for others or, at the very least, their capacity to work toward institutionally-oriented social change. Such conclusions, however, would overlook the complexities of doing good. As Lichterman (1996) argues, the emphasis on self-interest in the United States is not necessarily incompatible with commitment to institutionally oriented change. Instead, individuals seeking self-fulfillment often do so within a community of others and through communal ties and interactions. It is through these interactions, in which individuals pursue self-fulfillment at the same time that they connect with others, that we can observe movement participants constructing compassion. Breast cancer and antirape activism are particularly useful sites for such observations—in both cases, participants’ involvement is often inspired by personal experience and desire for empowerment at the same time that participants seek connections to others and future change. Perhaps the relationship between individualism and compassion is complex but, as the activists I studied demonstrate, the two are not necessarily incompatible.

One consequence of the dominant individualist perspective in the United States is that those who “do good” may fail to connect their own good works to the broader social context within which they occur. That context is one in which a complex set of power relations including those related to issues of race, social class, and gender shape not only the social problems being addressed by activists but also the actions taken to confront those problems. Indeed, acts of doing good have been shown to be “heavily tinged with class, ethnic, and racial concerns” (McCarthy 1990, x), and this has been documented by many scholars (e.g., Bellah et al. 1985, 1991; Coontz 1992; Evans 1997; McCarthy 1990; Mink 1990; Naples 1992, 1998; Ryan 1992; Wuthnow 1991). For example, Evans (1997) notes that the “female values” espoused by early women reformers at the turn of the last century in fact “represented the politicized domesticity of middle-class women with its associated prejudices towards blacks, immigrants, and the working class” (p. 172). Research on more contemporary periods shows that doing good
continues to be complicated by issues of power and inequality (e.g., Blackstone 2003) and even by issues of geography (Petrzelka and Mannon 2006).

In addition to its race and class dimensions, doing good is also gendered. Yet prior research examining acts of compassion does not consider the gendered nature of doing good as thoroughly as it could. The social construction of compassion is implicitly linked to the social construction of gender. While doing good is clearly not limited to those of particular race or class identities, stereotypes about gender can lead one to take women’s acts of compassion for granted (Blackstone 2004; Daniels 1985 and 1988; DeVault 1991; Hays 1996). Because women are stereotypically thought of as natural caretakers, nurturers, or mothers (and may even view themselves in this way [Gerstel 2000]), their acts of compassion may be viewed as unexceptional and therefore unworthy of attention. Men who do good, on the other hand, may be constructed as nonconforming individualist heroes. While interviewing Americans about their own acts of compassion, Wuthnow (1991) discovered that many volunteers present themselves as “rugged individualists” whose stories conjure up images of American heroes from Abraham Lincoln to Davy Crockett, men who represent American ideals of nonconformity, freedom, and hard work. These heroes expressed compassion in a way that also emphasized their masculine character, and their identities as individuals. The gendered nature of these images tends to be overlooked in the civic engagement literature, however. To understand where and how gender fits into “acts of compassion,” I next draw from the social-movements literature, which has more thoroughly considered the role of gender and emotion in shaping participation.

As with many of the scholars discussed thus far, whose work focuses on tensions between individualism and compassion, a number of social-movements scholars have considered similar tensions. In particular, the shift to what movements scholars refer to as “new social movements” resulted in increasing attention to the tension between individually oriented change and institutionally oriented change (see Giddens 1979). Theories of new social movements grew out of a critique of earlier resource mobilization and political process models, which some said could “not explain how structural inequality gets translated into subjectively experienced discontent” (Taylor and Whittier 1992, 104). New social movements have been characterized by their tendency to focus on collective identity and issues of day-to-day life. Additionally, the work of these scholars on the role of emotion in social movements is helpful for understanding the processes of doing good and being good (see, e.g., Flam and King 2005; Goodwin, Jasper, and Polletta 2001; Jasper 1998).
While the social-movements literature traditionally focused on groups seeking institutional change, scholars of new social movements, including Taylor (1996), argue that groups seeking personal change can also be considered a social movement. Participants in women’s self-help groups such as postpartum depression groups (in the case of Taylor’s work) or groups for survivors of breast cancer or rape, for example, might be conceived as activists who work to rewrite “feminist concerns in the language of everyday women” (Taylor 1996, dust jacket). By identifying their common interests, these movement participants are able to bridge the gap between their personal troubles and public issues by interpreting their problems in collective terms. Such groups often help to “normalize experiences traditionally regarded as deviant” (Taylor and Van Willigen 1996, 128). Constructing survivors’ identities as nondeviant is an important aspect of both the breast cancer and antirape movements. Such identity construction is “an essential component in collective action” and identity “develops and is renegotiated via various processes” within movements (della Porta and Diani 1999, 109). Participants in my study construct their identities through the processes that I refer to as doing good and being good.

By conceiving of their experiences in and on their own terms and presenting their conceptions of self publicly, participants in the breast cancer and antirape movements engage in the process I refer to as being good. And because they do this not only for themselves but with the intention to create some form of collective change, they also engage in the process of doing good. Of course, both of these processes occur within the contemporary social context, which means that both processes are gendered. Research by scholars who have studied the role of gender in social movements is particularly instructive for considering the ways that compassion is gendered (see, e.g., Adams 2002; Ferree and Martin 1995; McAdam 1992; and Taylor 1996). Work by scholars who have challenged the conceptual distinction between charity work and activism is also helpful (Beisel 1997; Clemens 1997; Ginsburg 1989; McCarthy 1990; Naples 1998; Pardo 1995; Reagan 1997; Taylor 1996). These scholars have sought to overcome the tendency to overlook certain forms of women’s activism. Some of the main contributions of these works include explication of the gendered nature of politics and political participation, rich descriptions of middle-class women’s activism and charity work, and the placement of women’s activism within the larger historical context of women’s charity work. Middle-class women in particular occupy the unique position of benefiting from certain aspects of “the way things are” at the same time that they have a stake in changing aspects of social structure, culture, and politics. Works by Beisel (1997),
Ginsburg (1989), and Taylor (1996) are especially instructive in demonstrating this point. By showing that women’s activist/charity work in relatively private arenas indeed has public implications and repercussions, these authors urge us to stretch our consideration of what it means to be compassionate, to do good, and to be good.

An analysis of activists’ acts of compassion reveals two points that contribute to existing social movements theory: first, that participation in movements is contradictory and second, that these contradictions have unintended consequences for whole groups based on social categories. As theories of social movements have shifted from focusing on breakdowns, to resources, to political processes, and finally to identities, the role of contradictions in participants’ lives, stories, emotions, and actions in shaping social change has not been considered to the extent that it could be included. This is significant for several reasons. First, that the emotional work centered on doing and being good is contradictory is important because emotions are linked to morality (Jasper 1998). If only particularly gendered, raced, or classed individuals are constructed as those who do good, it is possible that those who are left out will be constructed as less good, perhaps less moral. Even work which emphasizes the importance of understanding the context within which activists operate (e.g., Klawiter 1999; Ray 1999) sometimes presumes consistency within particular contexts despite attention to inconsistencies across contexts. Yet analysis of activism in the breast cancer and antirape movements shows that contradictions exist even within single movement organizations, fields of protest (Ray 1999), and cultures of action (Klawiter 1999). These contradictions are important for understanding the processes of doing good and being good.

Considered together, the civic-engagement and social-movements literatures provide new insights about how compassion works. From the civic-engagement literature, we know that ideals of individualism shape how members of society conceive of themselves and their good works. From the social-movements literature, we know that in addition to the broader cultural context of individualism, emotions matter for how movement participants do their work and think of their efforts. Indeed, as Flam and King (2005) suggest, “emotions connect the macro-politics to the micro-politics of social movements” (p. 3). In a call to researchers to further examine the role of emotion in social movements, Polletta and Amenta (2001) suggest that scholars should consider the dominant cultural context (in this case, individualism) and how it shapes “widespread perceptions of what is strategic, what is political, what is an interest, and what is good” (p. 316). I aim to do just that by considering how the dominant culture of individualism
shapes what activists view as good. Importantly, as several movements scholars demonstrate, the processes by which “good” is constructed are gendered—how activists and volunteers do good is gendered and how they are good is gendered. These insights provide the framework for my own analysis of the ways that compassion is both gendered and tied to individualist ideals. Following a discussion of my research sites and methodology, I analyze the processes by which participants do good, how they conceive of themselves and their good works (how they “are good”), and how gender is salient throughout those processes.

Data and Method

My analysis is based on ethnographic research in two social movements. The bulk of my data come from my participation in two organizations but I also attended other movement-related events and conferences during my years of participation. I began the study with a focus on the case of breast cancer activism but later added that of sexual-violence awareness to compare similarities and differences across the two cases. Adding the second case enabled me to better illustrate common patterns among the cases (Burawoy 1981, 98) and among activists’ efforts more generally. I therefore compare the case of breast cancer activism to that of the sexual-violence awareness movement. My study includes over three hundred hours of participant observation over a period of three and a half years (from January 1999 to June 2002) and data from ten formal and over fifty informal interviews with social-movement participants.

My primary research site was a state affiliate of the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation, where I conducted field research by participating as a member of the local steering committee, assisting the volunteer staff at Komen’s Race for the Cure office, and volunteering at a variety of fundraising events. I compare data collected through my participation at Komen to data collected from participation at a campus antirape organization in the Midwestern United States, referred to here as Stop Rape. I participated at Stop Rape for about a year, during which time I attended two intensive forty-two-hour training sessions and retreats and “hung out” in the Stop Rape office assisting staff and other volunteers with the day-to-day management of the office and observing everyday goings-on. I also analyze data that I collected from participation at a national sexual-violence advocacy conference put on for those involved in the campus antirape movement, a national breast cancer advocacy conference, and an international
conference on breast cancer. This case-oriented qualitative approach (Ragin 1987) helps situate me to discover the effects of various combinations of conditions including the temporal origins of the movements, their organizations, and individual movement participation as well as the movements’ varying cultural and spatial contexts.

The Komen Foundation and Stop Rape are useful cases from which to examine activists’ constructions of doing good. Though I cannot speak to the broad generality of the processes observed in this qualitative case study, having two cases to compare does enable me to consider patterns that might not otherwise be evident in a single case study. The two particular organizations where I participated contain interesting similarities at the same time that they maintain important differences. The Komen Foundation was founded in 1982 (Brinker and Harris 1995), just when the breast cancer movement began to take shape and within the context of an increasingly powerful antifeminist backlash. Stop Rape, on the other hand, traces its origins to earlier antirape work during the second-wave feminist movement of the 1960s and 70s. Despite these differences, both organizations are engaged in social change efforts and, based on my interviews with participants, both organizations implicitly include empowering women as part of their mission. Participants themselves also share interesting differences and similarities. While most of the participants in both organizations are white women with relatively privileged class backgrounds (though the class backgrounds of the Komen participants are slightly higher), they represent different life course stages and generations. Most of the breast cancer activists I studied were in their late thirties to early sixties while the sexual-violence participants tended to be in their late teens and early to mid-twenties.

This is an ethnographic study of activists’ constructions doing good. My methodological strategy might, in at least some ways, be described as critical ethnography (Thomas 1993). I use the data provided by several years of participation, observation, and interviewing in multiple movements and sites to critique not only the social processes observed but also the theoretical concepts (e.g., activism, compassion, gender, and politics) around which those processes are centered. Some of my findings were surprising. For example, early on in the project I expected that the antirape activists I studied would be far more openly critical of gender essentialism than the breast cancer participants. To my surprise, each group of activist/volunteers in fact reinforced some aspects of the gender system at the same time that they, often only subtly, seemed to be critiquing aspects of it. Critical ethnography enabled me not only to confront the sometimes unexpected realities of my data but also to consider its subtleties. I attempt to analyze
individual acts of compassion while also considering the broader contexts within which participants operate. At the same time that I intend to situate individuals, my methodological approach allows me to make a theoretical contribution by identifying anomalies and silences within social constructions of concepts such as compassion and good.

Unlike a grounded theory approach in which the aim is to discover new socially relevant theories (Charmaz 2005; Glaser and Strauss 1967), my intent is to offer an analysis of social processes and provide a framework for understanding how those processes inform existing scholarly knowledge. In the case of my own research, my participation at the Komen Foundation led me to discover anomalies in existing understandings of doing good at the same time that it highlighted silences in earlier scholarly discussions of doing good. Following the discovery of these silences, I attempted to verify my analysis by comparing findings from additional research sites including Stop Rape and the three movement conferences.

My analysis is based on data collected during my participation in both movements and drawn from field notes and formal and informal interview data. The formal interviews took place with three key informants at Komen and seven key informants at Stop Rape. These interviews lasted between sixty and ninety minutes each. I began each interview with an idea about the kinds of information I expected to gather and, with the formal interviews, used an interview guide outlining the key ideas I wished to discuss. I also urged participants to tell me about the experiences they felt were most important to share based on their knowledge of my interest in how they became active in the organization, how they conceive of their efforts (e.g., as activism, volunteerism, political, feminist, etc.), and what they view as the goals of their organization.

The informal interviews took place at the conferences I attended and at events held by Komen and Stop Rape. Sometimes referred to as “casual interviewing” (Lofland and Lofland 1995, 18), these interviews were less structured than the formal interviews and were not tape recorded. Most typically, the informal interviews occurred during “down times” at the conferences and events. In these moments, I would introduce myself to other participants, talk with them about my research, and ask them about their own participation. While I did not have an interview guide with me during these interactions, I considered an informal interview to have occurred at times when I guided the conversation with the intention to elicit specific information about a person’s participation in the movement. In each of these instances, participants knew that I was both a participant and a researcher and that I was attending the event in both capacities.
The bulk of my data are contained in the fieldnotes I took during my three and a half years of participation. I maintained my field notes by hand-writing brief observations during training sessions, meetings, and events. Immediately following these events, I would transcribe the handwritten notes into a word processing program, elaborating them by including all information that I recalled but was unable to write out by hand. In addition, the typed notes include reflections on and analyses of the observations that I recorded (see Lofland and Lofland 1995). Informal interview data were recorded in my field notes while formal interviews were tape recorded and then later transcribed. I use pseudonyms for participants and, in some cases, have changed other minor but potentially identifying details about them.

**Constructing Compassion**

In this section, I consider how activists and volunteers in the breast cancer and antirape movements socially construct compassion. The processes through which compassion is constructed are revealed in participants’ actions and in their identities. It is through their actions (or “doing good”) and their perceptions and presentations of themselves (or “being good”) that participants construct compassion as a gendered phenomenon. For example, participants would often essentialize gender differences at the same time that they worked to undo the social consequences of essentialist constructions of gender. Even if they did not directly challenge gender essentialism, many of their actions focused on resisting its consequences—at Komen, this meant empowering women to advocate for themselves as a form of resistance against women’s poor treatment within the dominant medical model, while at Stop Rape this meant empowering women and men to work together in creating a nonviolent community. Participants also seemed to equate doing good with being good. Through their actions and presentations of themselves, participants expressed their views of what it means to be a “good” survivor, a good movement participant, and a good community member. Together, the processes of doing good and being good raise questions about the extent to which participants’ acts of compassion are or can be transformative in a way that promotes the social change which activists and volunteers seek.

**Doing Good**

Participants’ actions together with their own descriptions of their efforts reveal how doing good is gendered and also linked to class and race. In a
previous publication on the gendered nature of activism at Komen, I describe how one participant referred to her activism as “just a bunch of us girls out there having a good time” (Blackstone 2004). Many times women participants in both organizations described their efforts as simply “having fun” or “hanging out” rather than as work or as activism. By framing what they do in this way, the effort women participants exert as they do good becomes less visible than it might be otherwise. In addition, participants construct men’s and women’s participation differently. While men participants tended to be constructed as heroes or protectors, women’s identities as “victims” or as nurturers were emphasized.

In terms of the invisible labor conducted by women in the organizations, participants’ actions around food were particularly telling. Food was present at nearly every Komen and Stop Rape meeting I attended. At Stop Rape, though men and women advocates both attended the meetings, I only ever observed the women participants pitch in to set up and serve the food during meetings. Admittedly, I contributed to this pattern—whenever there was food to be served at a meeting, I jumped up to help out along with the other women in the group but did not attempt to recruit any of men who were present to help out. It was only on reading my fieldnotes later on that this pattern became visible to me. Having only noticed this pattern on deliberate and extended reflection, I could not help but wonder how many other instances of women participants doing invisible care work I may have overlooked during my participation.

Komen participants also engage in labor that sometimes goes unnoticed. One way that Polly and Jane, two Komen participants who volunteer for the organization full-time and are both supported financially by husbands who work for pay, do this is by purchasing lunch for other volunteers on busy days in the Race for the Cure office. Doing so not only took financial resources but also required time and effort to order, pick up, and deliver the lunches. Usually the lunches appeared without mention of Polly and Jane’s work to get them there. Not only was their work invisible, like much of the care work conducted by women, but a comment I overheard Polly make one day also got me thinking about how the food served highlights connections between social class and doing good. One day after bringing in lunch, I overheard Polly talking with Jane about what a good deal she got for the salads she had purchased for the group—“only $7.00 each” for the ten or so volunteers working that day. That a $70.00 lunch was perceived as a deal reveals the class status of these participants.

What Komen participants do not eat also tells us something about class, and possibly gender. For example, one local sponsor, the Dairy Queen,
regularly provided snacks for the monthly meetings I attended. Every month a cooler full of cheap, high fat Dilly Bars and ice cream sandwiches would appear at the beginning of the meeting, get passed around, and get taken away at the end of the meeting just as stocked as when it arrived. Though the salads, carrot sticks, and soy lattes offered up at the Race office regularly got consumed, the Dairy Queen cooler arrived at and left every meeting completely full. Perhaps the avoidance of the Dilly Bars can most readily be viewed as connected to issues of body image and gender. But some scholars have suggested that food choices (or maybe better put—food *options*) are also connected to social class. For example, Calnan and Cant (1990) found that middle-class women tended to cite health concerns as a major influence on their food choices while working-class women did not cite health as a major influential factor. One explanation for this might be that those in the middle and upper classes have the luxury to make their food choices based on factors other than, or in addition to, food cost.

Just as women’s participation is gendered in the food examples above, a look at how men’s participation is constructed also reveals that participants “do gender” (West and Zimmerman 1987) as they go about doing good. Participants’ actions in both movements seemed to imply that women are by nature more nurturing than men. Therefore, men who managed to overcome their (socially constructed) identities as hardened and noncaring by helping out in the movements were often held up as special heroes. When I began my participation at Komen, for example, I asked Polly if everyone who works for Komen is a volunteer. She said yes and went on to say, “And what’s so neat about it is that lots of them aren’t even breast cancer survivors. They just care. We even have a couple of men.” Polly would not have said “We *even* have a couple of women” because she assumes that women are the ones who will do the work of the movement. When men pitch in, it is a special occasion.

The special occasion status afforded men’s participation became clear the day my husband came with me to volunteer at a Komen event. Though women volunteer for Komen everyday, Lance received more kudos for his one day of participation than I had for the three months I had already put in by the time he came to volunteer. The following excerpt from my field notes describes my and Lance’s arrival to volunteer at the Stomp It Out Snowshoe Festival:

We arrived at the volunteer tent and found Carla to get checked in. She said she was glad to see I came, and was especially impressed that my husband (or “hubby”, as she said) was there to volunteer too. Nina was there
and greeted us as well. She gave Lance a pat on the back and, beaming at him, said “Isn’t it sweet that he came to help us girls out?”

Though it was no surprise that I, as just one of the girls, was there to help at the event, Lance’s participation was interpreted differently. By not conforming to the way that other men at Komen participate (mostly by providing the financial resources that enable their wives to go about the work of doing good), Lance got to be the hero that day. As a woman, my own involvement was far less extraordinary.

The campus antirape movement also has its masculine heroes. At the sexual assault conference I attended I met four men who walked across the country in an event they named the Walk Across America, from San Francisco to Washington, D.C., over five months to raise awareness about sexual violence. That these men were to be the “heroes” of the conference became clear at the first evening’s roundtable event and throughout the rest of week as I overheard a number of casual conversations about the four men and listened as their “amazing” walk came up in many subsequent panel presentations and sessions. That first evening, there were about twenty tables set up in one room, each with a sign posting the topics for that particular table. The Walk Across America men occupied one of those tables, designated as the table where we could hear about their adventures. Though their table was clearly the most packed at the beginning of the roundtable event, the other tables were also populated (if sparsely). But by the end of the evening participants from every table, including the one at which I had initially placed myself, had moved over to the Walk Across America table. As one of the participants at the table where I initially sat put it, “Something pretty good must be happening over there. We might as well see what it’s all about.” Therefore I, along my three other tablemates and the rest of the room slowly gravitated toward the four men. It was not until later writing up my fieldnotes and reflecting on the evening’s events that it occurred to me that we had allowed these four voices to represent all of the topics we set out to discuss that night.

The four walkers sat around their table with a few others while the rest of us crowded around, forming a massive circle around them. The conversation was reminiscent of movies in which cowboys sit around the campfire and swap stories. Those of us encircling the table mostly stood in awe as we listened to the walkers’ stories about why they did the walk and the adventures they had had while on the road. The four men described how they carried backpacks, sleeping bags, and a tent on their walk. When evening came they usually knocked on someone’s door in whatever town they happened to be walking through and asked the resident if they could
camp on the lawn for the night. Several times they were given a bed for the night or invited into someone’s home to use the shower or the telephone. All of the men had explanations like the following, excerpted from one of the walker’s personal stories, for why they did the walk:

I refuse to believe that all men are rapists, and I’m sick of men standing by while things go badly. Anything that I can do to make the world safer for my friends and family is not too much to do. (One in Four n.d.)

The walkers’ explanations for conducting the walk represent them as hardy heroes and as protectors, walking to save their friends and family from the evil of sexual violence. Thus even in their explanations for their involvement, the walkers are doing gender as they do good: walking to protect “MY friends and family” (emphasis added) is protective but not nurturing of the world or of the community in the way that women’s participation is expected to be. Furthermore, those of us who sat around the “camp fire” that night aided in the gendered construction of these masculine heroes by urging them to tell their war stories and praising them for, as one person in the audience put it, “doing so much for so many.”

In addition to analyzing how the walkers represented their efforts and how those of us in the audience responded to them, it is also essential to point out that such activities could likely only have been done by four young men. Though the men said they feared for their safety once or twice during their five-month walk, safety would likely have been quite a different issue had the four walkers been college-aged women. When I asked these men and their fellow women activist students about this during a meeting with their campus antiviolence student group later on during the conference, they all agreed that women could not carry on such activities on their own—only men, they said, could have pulled off the Walk Across America event. Though it did not come up in our discussion, it is also relevant that all four men are white. Surely four nonwhite men would not have been as well received by the strangers on whose doors the men knocked each night when looking for a place to set up their tents. These men epitomize the rugged individualist ideal at the same time that they demonstrate their ability to “overcome” the normative construction of men as non-caring. Thus their actions present these men as tough, rugged individuals, and protectors of women, but they also enable the men to achieve the American ideal of nonconformity by revealing themselves as men who care.

Like the Walk Across America, opportunities specific to men exist at Komen as well, and the need for gender-differentiated participation is more
often constructed by participants than by the existence of structural gender-based inequalities. While I was at Komen, a new group called Men for the Cure was created. The group was formed by two women members of the steering committee with the goal of creating activities to raise funds for and awareness about breast cancer in which men would feel comfortable participating. During one report to the steering committee, the Men for the Cure coordinators mentioned several times that it is important with Men for the Cure to find things for them to do that are not too “touchy feely.” They said men would not want to be involved in events “like that.” In an attempt to come up with an annual, ongoing opportunity for men to show their support for the cause, the coordinators considered such annual events as a tennis tournament and a bike race. Eventually they scratched both of these ideas in favor of creating a local garden that men were to be responsible for implementing and maintaining. No one mentioned that the coordinators chose a focus arguably more “touchy feely” than the physically challenging activities of tennis and biking.

Men’s participation was also treated differently than women’s by advocates at Stop Rape. When explaining why she believes there are so few men participants in the movement, Kate said the following during my interview with her:

Maybe it’s more like men would be out there if there was a program that was going to, like, beat the crap out of offenders, maybe then there’d be more men than women.

Though none of the other Stop Rape advocates I spoke with suggested that men might be more interested in participating if they were allowed to “beat the crap out of offenders,” all of the advocates were aware that most participants are women. Several participants echoed the sentiments expressed by Teresa during my interview with her. Teresa suggested that to get more men to participate, “we [Stop Rape participants] need to change male-female interaction in a way so that it is not so antagonistic.” Similarly, Irene made the point that, “Some men are very uncomfortable being in an atmosphere where often men are the bad guys.”

Flirting with men seems to be one way that movement participants try to show men that they are not always thought of as “the bad guys.” Teresa said she was both surprised and embarrassed by her own flirtatious behavior while sitting at a Stop Rape information booth during a campuswide activities fair. Teresa recalled the experience when I asked her about how to get men involved. She said she did so by encouraging men to check out the Stop Rape information table. Teresa said,
Oh yeah, I was saying, “Come get a pen, hurry, you cute one!” [Laughter] You know, bringing the men. And the sad thing is I never flirt except at this kind of thing. I was like all, “La, la, la, here’s a pen, hi.” [Laughter]

When I asked if flirting was a conscious decision, Teresa said, “Oh yeah. Yeah, because it made it easier, especially for the men so that it wasn’t [pounding on the table, in a stern voice] ‘Come over here and get your pen!’”

Heterosexual bantering also went on at Komen. The following interaction occurred after a man doctor gave a guest talk at a monthly meeting and is an excerpt from my field notes:

At the end of his presentation Dee raised her hand and asked, “Can I have your phone number?” The doctor looked a little surprised and he mumbled something that I couldn’t hear but it made a bunch of women laugh. Dee said, “No, I mean to contact you in case I have any follow-up questions. I’m the representative from [Komen’s local television sponsor].” The doctor said in a joking way, “No. I’m happily married.”

Although it may not be explicitly intended, heterosexual flirting at both organizations has the consequence of reifying heteronormative gender arrangements. It is important to note that this reification runs counter to the goals of the breast cancer and antirape movements which ultimately, if not always blatantly, seek gender equality within our social institutions and culture. While participants’ descriptions and my own observations of heterosexual flirting at both organizations do not reveal any obvious negative consequences, such interactions may have the consequence of silencing expressions of gender that are not heteronormative. In this way, even through seemingly innocuous flirting, participants do gender as they do good.

In the end, Teresa at Stop Rape says it “doesn’t matter” how we treat men’s participation. She suggests that men really will not want to participate no matter what may be done to encourage it. Teresa did not express this opinion in a doom-and-gloom manner. She says she is content with the knowledge that women do, and will continue to do, the majority of work in the movement. The same seems to be true for the women at Komen. It’s not that men are not welcome to participate. Rather, as the reaction to my husband’s participation at the Snowshoe Festival demonstrates, Komen participants seem to wonder why men would want to participate. Men who do so, however, are extra special, even when their participation involves doing all the things that women in the organization have always done. Participants’ reactions to men’s involvement suggest a belief that it is not in
men’s nature to do good as it apparently is for women. The question of how doing good occurs, examined in this section, is of course linked to the question of who does good and, for many participants, even connected to who is good.

**Being Good**

Many of the activists and volunteers I encountered seemed to operate from the belief that those who do good are good. A potential consequence of this belief is that if only particularly gendered, raced, or classed individuals are constructed as the do-gooders, then only particular individuals will be constructed as good people. In other words, the presumption that doing good equals being good has consequences for whole groups based on social categories. An individual’s social location impacts the particular opportunities and obstacles that enable or impede her ability to participate in efforts to do good. It is therefore relevant to consider the extent to which activists hierarchically categorize their acts of compassion.

Their work in the breast cancer or campus antirape movement is just one of a number of ways that participants express their personal philosophies of being good. Several participants at Stop Rape told me that they do advocacy because they intend to eventually pursue helping professions. Over the course of my participation at Stop Rape I learned that Teresa wishes to be an attorney so that she can provide legal advocacy throughout her life, Lynn intends to work for a nongovernmental organization, Olivia wants to be a rape counselor, and Kate hopes to work in medical services. All of these women envision a personal and professional life ahead of them filled with doing good. They have incorporated their commitment to doing good into all realms of their lives. Lynn also suggests that doing good is connected to a broader life philosophy about being good. When asked about what she finds rewarding about her participation, she said:

> The reason that I got involved actively doing something is that it complements my philosophies and ideology. I think that it would be very easy for myself, for anybody, to say, oh, you know, these are important issues and yes, I believe in these issues and these are important to me. And it’s rewarding to go out and actually do something about them.

For Lynn, doing good means leading a fulfilling life that reflects her individual values and beliefs. Lynn also does good because it means gaining a sense of personal fulfillment. Though she didn’t mention it, Lynn’s opportunities for “actively doing something” are numerous and more easily
accessible than if she were not a student because the college makes such opportunities available for students and known to students.

Like Lynn, the women at the Komen Foundation conceive of doing good as more broadly related to being good. Participants at both Komen and Stop Rape seem to operate with an ideal image of the good voluntary worker in their minds. But, as was Robert Bellah’s observation about Americans who participate in voluntary activities, “They have difficulty relating this ideal image to the large-scale forces and institutions shaping their lives” (1985, 93). This ideal image also varies slightly for participants in different organizations. At Stop Rape, participants seem unaware of their privilege as college students and the ways that their social positions enable their participation. Participants at Komen, on the other hand, seemed unable or unwilling to explicitly draw connections between their efforts and the social organization of breast cancer, a disease that overwhelmingly affects women and is deadlier for African Americans, lesbians, and women of lower socioeconomic status (American Cancer Society 2006; National Breast Cancer Coalition 2006).

Instead of explicitly confronting the inequalities that breast cancer is centered around, Komen operates from the perspective that social change is best achieved when it is “positive and proactive,” as a Komen participant once explained it to me. A positive approach implies not complaining; a proactive one emphasizes the importance of doing something. From the Komen perspective, it is important to do something but to do it without complaining. Not only do they avoid complaining about the social organization of breast cancer, this philosophy carries through to the day to day interactions at Komen. As I waited for one race planning meeting to begin, Darla leaned over and told me, “I’m not really sure why we’re having this meeting tonight, but I guess it’s fine with me to be here, even if I’m not exactly sure why I’m here.” Darla typifies Komen’s approach: it is alright to ask questions in some circumstances, but questions should not appear to impinge on the smooth operation of the group, even when it is not clear how what one is being asked to do actually contributes to that smooth operation.

By “going along to get along,” Darla represents the Komen women’s ideal image of the do-gooder. This image also becomes apparent when confronted with someone who does not meet the ideal. For example, the way that participants connect doing good with being good can be seen in their remarks about a local controversial politician whose gruff, hyper-masculine stature and style often put him in the media spotlight and whose wife had been slated to chair an upcoming event. Known for his loud, somewhat rude, and obnoxious demeanor, this politician was a far cry from the Komen
women’s ideas about doing good, being good, and how best to accomplish these goals. At one steering committee meeting Jill’s update on race planning included the following:

Jill’s biggest piece of news was that after much convincing [the politician’s wife] has agreed to be an honorary chairperson of the local Race for the Cure. Polly and Jane turned to each other and one of them asked the other whether she thought [the politician himself] would be there. I heard Jane say, “I don’t want him there” in a disgusted tone and Polly replied with a smirk, “He’ll probably wear one of his motorcycle t-shirts.”

Doing good and being good are intimately connected. Even though having the support of this politician’s family might have had positive repercussions for Komen, Jane and Polly were clear that they did not want anything to do with those positive repercussions if it meant having someone attend the Race wearing a motorcycle t-shirt. Furthermore, several steering committee members expressed resentment over the fact that getting the politician’s wife to agree to chair the Race took “so much convincing.” The Komen women did not view what they were asking as particularly burdensome. In fact, they expressed that politicians’ wives should be chairing such events. Also, their antagonism seemed directed at both the politician and his wife. They viewed her as having a formal duty because of her role as a politician’s wife and they feared that he might “crash” the event by wearing inappropriate attire. The Komen women’s concern highlights class differences between them and the couple. Their reaction reveals how equating doing good with being good is linked to social location. It was not enough that the politician’s wife had agreed to chair the event. She and her husband were also expected to come particularly attired. In addition, that Komen’s interest in this case was on getting a politician’s wife to chair the event, rather than a woman politician herself, tells us something about the prevalence of normative gender ideologies within Komen.

At Stop Rape, social location is also linked to the doing good/being good connection but in more subtle ways. Instead of discussions that are overtly classed or raced, it is particular silences that reveal these connections. Many Stop Rape advocates talk about their advocacy as being linked to a general philosophy of wanting to “make a difference” but they do not mention how their ability to do so is facilitated by their status as college students with more time and more resources than others their age who do not attend college. That this fact was never explicitly considered in any of my conversations with advocates is noteworthy because silences have the effect of marginalizing those not mentioned and of essentializing differences
between those who do good and those for whom opportunities to do good are less accessible. As Higginbotham (1996) notes, there is indeed a “politics of silence” (p. 195).

As with the Stop Rape participants, those at Komen also seem generally unaware of how they might differ from others in terms of accessibility to particular ways of doing good. That they do all of their work for free is telling of their own social locations. At Komen, those who do good for free are sometimes constructed as more good. Stop Rape advocates also receive kudos for volunteering, especially because they are involved in lots of other activities at school. In both cases, some form of capital (time or money or both) is being given up by those who do good. At Komen, implicit in participants’ descriptions of what they do, is the suggestion that the fact that they are not being paid is evidence that the good they are doing is genuine. While the majority of Komen participants are volunteers, some affiliate offices do pay individuals to complete certain tasks that are necessary to putting on the annual Race. One time Polly and Jane visited an office in another state and came back with the following story, which I describe in the following excerpt from my field notes:

The Mountain City director told them that she pays people to help with the Race for the Cure mailings. Jane and Polly pointed out to me that in our affiliate, we depend entirely upon volunteers. They seemed to express pride in this fact, and were a little chagrined that any affiliate would pay people to do work that “should” be done by volunteers.

Polly and Jane’s description of the Mountain City approach implies that it is more good to do things for free. What they do not express, however, is that their social locations, as married women without paid jobs whose husbands occupy prestigious and well-paid positions, enable them to do things for free. As with earlier women social reformers (Evans 1997; McCarthy 1990), Jane and Polly occupy positions of power relative to many women and the way that they go about doing good reinforces existing social class boundaries.

In addition to ideal images of who does good, the doing good/being good connection conjures up ideal images of how to be good. Komen participants not only grapple with how to “be good” in their volunteer work, many also struggle with how to be good survivors. Their actions and their own descriptions of their efforts promote the perspective that being a good survivor is one way of doing good. Being a good survivor means setting a good example to other women with breast cancer and to others in general and it shows that breast cancer survivors know how to take care of themselves.
Portions of the book by Komen founder Nancy Brinker provide what could be understood as a sort of recipe for being a good breast cancer survivor (Brinker and Harris 1995). At one point in the description of her own personal story, Brinker discusses the decision that many women with breast cancer face when confronted with the reality of losing their hair during chemotherapy. Brinker says her decision to wear a wig rather than exposing her bald head was “. . . a matter of preserving my dignity. I didn’t want to give people any more reason to pity me. Letting myself go would have been, in my eyes, a form of surrendering to the disease. I was determined to stay on top of the situation as much as possible” (Brinker and Harris 1995, 39). That Brinker viewed exposing a bald head as evidence of letting herself go and of “surrendering to the disease” demonstrates the Komen philosophy that good breast cancer survivors are those who set an example by not allowing breast cancer to prevent them from maintaining their feminine characteristics. And Brinker’s readers express that the model she provides is a good one. In an endorsement of the book, former First Lady Nancy Reagan said, “Having had breast cancer myself, I applaud Nancy Brinker’s book for helping women to face and deal with this problem. I hope it is read by every woman, no matter what age, everywhere” (Brinker and Harris 1995, dust jacket endorsement).

As in the breast cancer movement, for Stop Rape advocates who have experienced sexual violence themselves, participating as an advocate is one way to be a good survivor. Stop Rape advocates who wish to do so offer testimonials about their own sexual violence experiences every year during Sexual Violence Awareness month in April. The testimonials not only serve a personal function for advocates who wish to express their feelings publicly but they also provide an example to silent survivors about the power of speaking out (a process that Taylor [1996] refers to as “truth-telling”). That Stop Rape solicits testimonials from survivors suggests a desire to show others that “good” survivors are people who feel empowered and confident enough to tell their stories to others. Again, though, the point is seldom raised that the college campus environment is conducive to such public displays of good survivorship—it offers a newspaper in which to publish survivors’ stories, provides a locale conducive to public rallies and events, and supplies an easily accessible audience of other students.

**Doing Good, Being Good, and the Politics of Empowerment**

These groups’ focus on personal stories and the individual empowerment that comes with telling such stories could be understood as more self-help
oriented than activist (see Taylor 1996 and Taylor and Van Willigen 1996 for more on this distinction). The concept of empowerment is in fact linked to the kinds of tensions between individualism and compassion that I describe earlier in the article. Is empowerment anything more than self-care? Is it at all political, and does it lead to broader social change? Responses to these questions can be found in participants’ descriptions of what they do and why they do it.

Stop Rape advocate Linda told me in an informal interview during a training retreat that she believes that “empowering victim/survivors” is a primary goal of Stop Rape and of the sexual violence awareness movement. But Linda also said that “awakening the social consciousness to the issues and deconstructing why these problems exist” are central to Stop Rape’s mission. Like Linda, other advocates frequently allude to empowerment as essential but they are also quick to include a comment about the need to educate everyone about sexual violence and to consider why it occurs. For example, when I asked Lynn during an in-depth interview what she sees as the goals of Stop Rape she said:

Well, one is obviously empowering victim-survivors. But the goal that I really enjoy is the peer education part. You know, the education, the awareness, and the awakening the social consciousness to the issues. Also, kind of deconstructing why these problems exist.

While empowerment is important for Stop Rape advocates, it is just one piece of their work. The other piece for Stop Rape participants focuses not on individual women in need of empowering but on communities in need of a reconstructed vision of gender equality and violence.

Empowerment is more central for Komen. The Komen women’s work is driven in large part by a desire to empower women to believe in themselves and their rights so that they will take the initiative to advocate for their own health and ensure that their doctors assist them in this endeavor. In the published version of her personal story, Nancy Brinker describes how she founded Komen in part to empower women (Brinker and Harris 1995). Brinker says that she and her sister Susan Komen were both appalled to learn during Susan’s treatment for breast cancer about the poor treatment women with breast cancer received, including not being fully informed by doctors about their conditions or treatment options. At that time, the sisters agreed that they wanted to change the way that women with breast cancer were treated by their doctors. After Susan died, Brinker founded the Komen Foundation because she “wanted to fulfill the pledge [she and her sister]
had made about the way women with breast cancer were treated” (Brinker and Harris 1995, 26). Even twenty years after Komen’s founding, breast cancer volunteers still cite the goal of empowering women in a way that they were not as a motivating factor for involvement in the movement. One participant I spoke with at a Komen event told me she felt horribly misunderstood and mistreated by her doctors. She said that because of the way she was treated, since her diagnosis she has served as an advocate for two friends who were diagnosed with breast cancer.

In each of the above examples, the emphasis is on empowering the individual. Thinking about social change in terms of the individual is arguably the most pervasive, most readily available way in America of conceiving the possibilities for social change. Stop Rape and Komen are both concerned with empowering women to believe in themselves as individuals with certain rights and responsibilities. Both organizations spend a significant portion of their resources on educating and providing advocacy for individuals. The bulk of Stop Rape advocate time is dedicated to staffing a twenty-four-hour crisis line. A nontrivial segment of Komen resources go toward promoting self-breast exam and increasing individual familiarity with one’s unique body and health needs. Serving the immediate needs of individuals detracts organization resources away from serving the larger community. Whether out of necessity or preference, focusing too much on the individual works to the detriment of both organization’s larger goals of better treatment for women (in health care, in relationships to others, and in all domains of life). By focusing as much on individuals as they do, participants in both organizations have less opportunity to consider the ways that breast cancer and sexual violence are social problems.

Though much of their focus is at the individual level, neither organization entirely neglects larger-level concerns. Some participants do demonstrate an understanding that gender relations are organized in such a way that even “empowered” women are often disempowered simply as a result of their gender identities—even empowered women are subject to sexual violence and even empowered women face an unfriendly healthcare system when they are diagnosed with breast cancer. Komen’s answer to this problem is to try to increase general awareness about breast cancer (though critics point out that this is a rather vague goal). At a Komen fundraiser, one participant whom I asked about how she got involved told me, “I thought I was a pretty confident, take-no-prisoners kind of lady. Then I got this horrible disease and didn’t know anything about it. It made me feel helpless. I don’t want anyone else to go through that. I want everyone to know the facts about breast cancer.” Though Stop Rape tends to employ a similar strategy, they
also understand that recovery from and prevention of women’s continued exposure to sexual violence would be much more likely if we changed, in one advocate’s words, “the culture of violence that we live in.”

One way that Stop Rape works to change the culture of violence that we live in is by having advocates speak about sexual violence, and the culture of violence, at the annual freshman orientation. By speaking at students’ very first University event, Stop Rape advocates attempt to have all students begin the college experience with knowledge about gender equality and about behaviors that are incongruent with gender equality (e.g., rape and sexual harassment). But the culture of violence is illusive. And it is difficult to elucidate. Pinpointing which aspects of “culture” sustain the social problems of sexual violence and breast cancer is difficult for sexual violence and breast cancer activists alike. At Stop Rape, while talk about the culture of violence is common, it tends to be followed by individual-level summaries of the problem or suggestions for individual-level changes.

In a Stop Rape training session, participant Shelly said, “I agree that men should respect women but I think first we need to get them to respect themselves.” In the first half of her comment, that men should respect women, Shelly suggests that she agrees with Stop Rape’s position that advocates must work to promote a new vision of gender relations, one that is informed by mutual respect and is therefore inconsistent with the culture of violence. In this portion of her statement Shelly seems to be treating men and women as social groups rather than as specific individuals and this, I believe, demonstrates awareness about gender relations as structural and not just personal. But the suggestion that “first we need to get them [men] to respect themselves,” comes close to a sort of quasi-psychoanalytic rhetoric that actually promotes the culture of violence by reducing gender-related problems to a problem of individuals simply not loving themselves enough. By reducing gender relations to an individual-level problem, Shelly ends up shifting her focus away from the fact that sexual violence is a social problem. While she aptly summarizes at least one of the reasons for the culture of violence in her remark about the need for men as a group to respect women as a group, Shelly’s suggestion that the solution lies in individual men’s feelings about themselves de-emphasizes the culture of violence.

Shelly is not the only participant for whom there seems to be a disjunction between awareness about the culture of violence and awareness of how to eradicate it. When asked if Stop Rape makes a difference, Olivia said yes, but she described the difference that Stop Rape makes in very individual terms: “Because I know when I was a freshman and I came to campus, you know, and you read in all those, the little pamphlets that they send you,
like the safety things: ‘don’t walk alone in the dark,’ and there’s these blue phones if something happens with the blue lights, you can call. . . .” In addition to these signals that the culture of violence is alive and well on campus, Stop Rape also displays posters around campus and advocates perform skits in dorms and in classrooms intended to demonstrate and promote healthy gender relations. But these things did not come up when Olivia considered why and how Stop Rape makes a difference. Instead of citing Stop Rape’s efforts to change the culture of violence, Olivia recalled what she had learned from Stop Rape about how to behave within the existing culture of violence: Don’t walk alone at night and use the blue phones if something bad happens to you. Despite intensive training, and often personal experience with some form of victimization that is directly attributable to the culture of violence, advocates find themselves so immersed in this culture that even they struggle to cite ways to change it.

Advocate rhetoric thus comes back to the individual; perhaps because advocates have grown up in a society that rewards individuals for taking care of their own problems rather than seeking blame or solutions in or from others. This tension is relevant for understanding how participants do good. It demonstrates that in spite of valiant efforts to construct sexual violence as a social problem, even participants in the movement against sexual violence struggle with remembering that the solution to social problems lies, at least in many respects, outside of the individual. That is, remembering that sexual violence is a social problem is a struggle because of the social, political, and cultural (American) context within which these participants operate.

Although Komen as an organization is among the least likely of all breast cancer movement organizations to emphasize the social conditions (including environmental degradation and inequalities of race, class, and sexuality) that have been linked to breast cancer (see King 2006), its participants nevertheless do contribute to increased public consciousness about breast cancer by sharing their personal stories of empowerment. In a prior publication (Blackstone 2004), I discuss Pamela’s story in which she describes having been “brushed aside” by her doctor after she inquired about the possibility of a link between the environment and her own and other women’s breast cancer. Even though Komen does not push the issue publicly, participants like Pamela and others do recognize that breast cancer and its cure are linked to forces larger than the individual women who are inflicted with the disease (see Blackstone 2004 for additional examples). Even Nancy Brinker’s expressed motivations for starting the organization hint that she saw connections between the social structure of disease and treatment and individual women’s experiences.
Discussion and Conclusion

This comparison of activism in the breast cancer and antirape movements reveals how activists’ acts of compassion are gendered. I have sought to bridge contributions from the civic engagement literature with those from work by social-movements scholars on the roles of gender and emotions in shaping movement participation. In sum, the cultural context of individualism operates together with the gendered character of social movements to shape the processes by which participants do their good works and construct themselves as moral beings. Moreover, the examples provided here show how an individual’s social location shapes the opportunities she has and the obstacles she faces in her efforts to do good, but that participants tend to be unaware about how their own realities might differ from those of individuals not like themselves. What is clear in speaking with participants across both movements is that they make sense of their own efforts to do good in very personal ways. Participants express that they do good because it simply reflects their personal beliefs and philosophies. Sometimes they express that doing good should only be done in particular ways that reflect their own personal style or way of life. But while activists and volunteers make sense of their own participation from an arguably individualist perspective, they participate (at least in part) because they wish to “make a difference” in some way that goes beyond the individual. The seeming incompatibility between participants’ individualist perspectives and their desire to change some aspect of the broader culture raises questions about the transformative potential of their acts of doing good.

Prior research suggests that it is not just the act of doing good that transforms individuals and societies but that it is also the descriptions people offer about their efforts to do good that are transformative. As Wuthnow (1991) suggested, volunteers’ narratives about their efforts represent “a vitally important part of their caring” and these narratives reflect “their own individualism and the culture that created it” (p. 85). At Stop Rape and Komen, participants tell their own stories to other participants and to those throughout the community as they give public testimonials about their experiences with sexual violence or breast cancer. At the conferences I attended, participants offered narratives of their personal stories through lobbying and rallies. The sexual violence awareness advocates who walked cross country offered their narratives to people across the nation in their efforts to raise awareness about sexual violence. I suggest that it is the telling of these stories, as activists go about the work of doing good, which connects individuals to something beyond themselves. It is also in the telling of these stories
that activists and volunteers reveal the ways that their participation is linked to their own social locations as gendered, classed, and raced beings at particular stages of life and within particular generations.

The extent to which participants’ acts and stories of doing good are transformative is revealed in two central points highlighted in the analysis presented here. First, doing good is gendered. Evidence that doing good is gendered is provided by constructions of men participants as heroes and women participants as nurturers and by the fact that opportunities for participation are differentiated by gender. That participants sometimes equate doing good with being good must also be taken into account when considering the extent to which doing good is transformative. Connections between doing good and being good are revealed in part by the value some participants place on being positive and on being good role models. These connections are also revealed in some participants’ apparent belief that good people are those who are appropriately mannered and appropriately groomed. In some ways, these perspectives impede the transformative potential of doing good. While norms of day to day interaction may dictate that the participants described here behave in a way that is positive and exemplary, doing so may prevent them from taking a more critical look at the social problems being addressed by the movements in which they are involved. Connections between doing good and being good are also revealed in the fact that who can do good is limited. If only particularly gendered, raced, or classed individuals are constructed as people who do good, then the risk is run that only those particular individuals will be constructed as good people. Because the primary focus in this article has been on how the processes of doing and being good are gendered, future research might pick up from here and explore in more depth the race and class dimensions of these processes.

Furthermore, limited constructions of being good impede the possibilities for bringing new members into these movements as the notion of being good is tied to the emotional work of a social movement’s successful operation. As Polletta and Amenta (2001) point out, the emotions that “animate” a movement shape “its recruitment processes, the strategies it chooses, and the impacts it has” (p. 315). Thus an additional line of research that could build from this work might be centered on how movement participants’ constructions of themselves as “good,” moral beings contributes to and/or impedes its success in recruiting members and creating social change.

In the end, participants’ acts and descriptions of doing good are potentially transformative but my data also reveal a class-based lack of awareness about gendered practices. Because of this lack of awareness, the participants’
efforts to “do good” fall short in terms of their transformative potential. This fact does not imply, however, that participants’ acts of doing good lack all transformative potential. For example, by speaking publicly about personal experiences with sexual violence or breast cancer activists and volunteers challenge ideals of women as quiet and nonconfrontational. At the same time, a group of young men walking across the nation to share stories about sexual violence in at least some ways reproduces the ideal image of males as rugged individualists. Though this and other examples show that participants sometimes reproduce ideas about and ideals centered around gender, they simultaneously challenge those ideals. Perhaps without realizing it, by providing an opportunity for Men for the Cure to work collectively in creating a garden in honor of breast cancer survivors, the Komen women offer up new images of men’s participation, alternative to the prototypical individualist image. It is these and similar efforts that reveal the promise, or at the very least potential, of transformation.

Notes

1. I should note that the bulk of my data on the breast cancer movement come from an organization whose approach represents just one of several dominant perspectives in the breast cancer movement (see, e.g., Fosket 2000; King 2006; Klawiter 1999; Potts 2000; Simpson 2000). The extent to which breast cancer movement organizations emphasize cause, cure, or treatment varies greatly. My focus is on only one strain within the movement—that which primarily emphasizes cure and issues related to treatment such as detection, care, and the process of surviving cancer.

2. Having conducted this ethnography over a period of several years means that I was able to collect enough data that some portions of it go beyond my original focus on gender. In the analytic sections of the article I therefore share a few results that speak to the class and race dimensions of doing good. These portions of the analysis are not as well developed as those centered around gender but I include them in the article with the hope that they may provide a useful starting place for future research aimed at examining how participants construct compassion as a classed and raced phenomenon.

3. Komen’s stated mission is, “To eradicate breast cancer as a life-threatening disease by advancing research, education, screening, and treatment.” Stop Rape’s mission is to identify, reduce, eliminate, and eradicate sexual violence and other forms of oppression in the community.

4. Of course, the power of speaking out must be tempered with the knowledge that individual stories should not be understood as representative of all women’s experiences or as something that alone can solve the social problems of sexual violence or breast cancer.
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